18:50:40 From Karen Marcelo to All panelists:
Ok real speaker order
Joel
Kimric
Greg
Bosco
Brent
Zolie + Karydis
Vale + Marian
Open chatting for all attendees and panelists
18:51:13 From James Young (laptop) to All panelists : remind me, how much time for each presentation?
18:52:24 From Jonathan Foote to All panelists : 10 min presentations, plus a few for questions
19:01:42 From Sean Savage : nice !
19:01:42 From John Rhymes to All panelists : NIce!

Jon Foote Intro

19:01:48 From babaLou Orlowski to All panelists : Nice chandler John!!
19:01:51 From Sean Savage : nice walmart repurposing
19:02:11 From susie kameny : Yeah!!!
19:02:28 From Ken D to All panelists : Can someone still register and join during the event...?
19:02:30 From John Rhymes : Nice mask!
19:02:39 From Duran Rivera to All panelists : Love the mask!
19:02:56 From Karen Marcelo : Yes ok to register till we hit 100

Joel Leonard – Thorminating for a Better Tomorrow

19:04:20 From babaLou Orlowski to All panelists : LOVING the Thorminator!
19:04:31 From Vanessa LeFevre to All panelists : So true!
19:04:40 From Karen Marcelo : Speaking now – Joel Leonard – The Thorminator
19:05:38 From Jonathan Foote : More information on each speaker at http://dorkbotsf.org/
19:10:15 From Duran Rivera to All panelists : lol
19:10:17 From Jonathan Foote to All panelists : KAre or James can you spotlight current speaker
19:10:29 From Rachel McConnell to All panelists : Show us the tomato!
19:10:29 From Kimric Smythe to All panelists : Nice
19:10:30 From James Young (laptop) to All panelists : I just pinned him?
19:10:31 From Duran Rivera to All panelists : I like that quote! :D
19:10:32 From susie kameny : Yeah!!!
19:10:37 From Karen Marcelo : Anyone have questions?

19:10:48 From Duran Rivera to All panelists : Is there a website? For
the hammer?
19:10:51 From babaLou Orlowski to All panelists: Let’s see another smash
19:10:52 From Rachel McConnell to All panelists: i want to see the smashed tomato!!
19:10:54 From babaLou Orlowski to All panelists: come on
19:11:01 From Duran Rivera to All panelists: To see it in action? Youtube channel or something showing it?
19:11:12 From Tracy Swedlow to All panelists: is it heavy?
19:11:14 From Michael Lyons to All panelists: Smythe
19:11:18 From susie kameny: Poor tomato
19:11:40 From John Weiss to All panelists: great vibes, Joel Leonard!

Kimric Smythe - Electrical Rust Printing

19:12:07 From John Rhymes: "We are Devo"?
19:12:21 From Karen Marcelo: Kimric Smythe - Electrical Rust Printing
19:12:54 From Karen Marcelo: Audience if you have any questions for the speakers type them here
19:14:07 From Eric Brown to All panelists: What kind of salt?
19:15:09 From James Young (laptop) to All panelists: Ok, I found the spotlight option
19:15:28 From Rachel McConnell: So what is the process, it looks like you have one battery terminal attached to the screen underneath, and the other wired to the bit of metal you are printing with?
19:15:42 From Rachel McConnell: regular 12v lead acid battery?
19:15:55 From Rachel McConnell: Does it matter which terminal goes to the top or the bottom?
19:15:59 From Wristy Burner to All panelists: Kimric, please describe your power source and let us know what else we could use if we don't have a lab style Power Supply. Could a Marine Battery be used?
19:16:29 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists: How long do you hold the tools against the surface of the fabric?
19:16:31 From Amy Jenkins to All panelists: Nice colors! Yeah! great for mask making
19:16:33 From Eric Brown to All panelists: Copper?
19:17:30 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists: Also - have you tested other fibers besides cotton?
19:17:35 From Amy Jenkins to All panelists: can you post these steps & materials somewhere?
19:17:44 From Vanessa LeFevre to All panelists: Let’s see the coin one
19:17:47 From Wristy Burner to All panelists: I like the idea of grinding / sanding steel items flat and then attaching tabs.
19:18:16 From Jonathan Foote to All panelists: whos is up next?
19:18:25 From James Young (laptop) to All panelists: greg is next up
19:20:46 From James Young (laptop) to All panelists: 2 min warning!
19:21:59 From Dave Mathews to All panelists: AC could mean one fewer
person doing fun things with electricity.

19:22:47 From Wristy Burner to All panelists: A small burn through might not be a bad thing in some cases . . . .

19:23:27 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists: Are you only using cotton fabric? or have you tried other kinds of fibers (polyester, linen)?


19:24:08 From Rachel McConnell: polyester and such might melt too, if the temp gets high enough

19:24:17 From Amy Jenkins to All panelists: Instructable would be great Thanks Kim,

19:24:23 From Amy Jenkins to All panelists: !

19:24:32 From Karen Marcelo to All panelists: Kimric stop sharing your screen

19:25:10 From James Young (laptop) to All panelists: hmm, i thought i spotlighted greg

19:25:52 From John Weiss to All panelists: Karen, performance is great so far

19:26:04 From James Young (laptop) to All panelists: just checking, is kimric still onscreen for others?

19:26:15 From Jonathan Foote to All panelists: greg is on for me

Greg Leyh – Test Drive of Tesla’s Wireless Powered Roadster

19:26:19 From Karen Marcelo to All panelists: Its greg

19:26:39 From James Young (laptop) to All panelists: i’m seeing greg’s shared screen, but not his camera

19:26:42 From James Young (laptop) to All panelists: ok

19:27:32 From John Weiss: Tesla envision the internet at the time. Sending photos, text, and music

19:27:36 From Jonathan Foote to All panelists: he has 2, one for demo?

19:28:25 From Karen Marcelo: For those just joining in heres the speaker order: Joel

Kimric
Greg
Bosco
Brent
Zolie + Karydis
Vale + Marian

Open chatting for all

19:31:21 From Sean Savage: hooray

19:31:27 From John Weiss: incredible!

19:31:31 From Kimric Smythe: SWEEEET!

19:31:31 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists: Fantastic!

19:31:35 From Eric Brown to All panelists: Bumper cars!

19:31:40 From Laura C to All panelists: woot!

19:31:41 From Ami Sun: oh Tesla!
19:31:55 From Rachel McConnell: Fantastic! How far from the power coil could you go?
19:31:58 From Eric Paulos to All panelists: Just to be clear...if you had been thrown off of that “Official Tesla Roaster” you may not be here to make this amazing presentation?
19:32:02 From Sean Savage: brakes are overrated
19:32:28 From John Weiss: omg races
19:33:13 From John Rhymes: Likes: "brakes are overrated"
19:33:19 From Paul Li to All panelists: Greg, that is amazing! What do you think would happen if the chain accidentally bounced up and wrapped around the mast? Or if the chain hit the rider?
19:33:36 From felix to All panelists: make the brakes regenerative!
19:33:43 From James Young (laptop) to All panelists: speaker: 2 min warning!
19:33:50 From Dave Mathews to All panelists: I suggest westing house for funding!
19:34:25 From Sean Savage: alameda?
19:34:41 From Jennifer Holmes: Yup
19:35:17 From Dave Mathews to All panelists: find that ground path!
19:35:38 From Vanessa LeFevre to All panelists: YAY
19:36:02 From Christopher Schardt to All panelists: Amazing work, Greg!
19:36:27 From John Weiss: questions?

Bosco Kante - ElectroSpit Talk Box

19:36:45 From Karen Marcelo: Bosco Kante - Electrospit
19:37:01 From John Weiss: love that t-shirt!
19:37:04 From Eric Brown to All panelists: Love that t shirt
19:37:59 From Duran Rivera to All panelists: Pretty awesome!!! Yeah the shirt is pretty cool too!
19:38:06 From Alex Byron: that is so cool!!
19:38:36 From Eric Brown to All panelists: Just like in hat Joe Walsch song!
19:38:50 From Eric Brown to All panelists: Joe Walsh
19:41:10 From Joy Rhodes to All panelists: Frampton comes Alive!
19:41:33 From Jonathan Foote: https://www.zoolabs.org/
19:41:43 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists: MusicTech Accelerator? Wow!
19:42:05 From Evo Heyning: Thank you
19:42:11 From Jennifer Holmes: your grandma gave us the microwave! THANK YOU!
19:42:50 From Eric Brown to All panelists: "Rocky Mountain Way"
19:43:01 From Jonathan Foote: https://www.electrospit.com/
19:43:06 From Ken D to All panelists: Where does "spit" come from in the name...?
19:44:18 From Richard Jermain to All panelists: Does it cause a physical sensation? Like it vibrates your vocal chords?
19:44:19 From Jennifer Sarriugarte to All panelists: Very cool!
19:44:47 From Rachel McConnell: this is so cool! What is the relationship between the note you are singing and the input from the app?
19:45:06 From Joy Rhodes to All panelists: super cool
19:45:10 From Karen Marcelo: To everyone after all the presentations well open it up so everyone can talk—if your question wasn’t answered ask again later!
19:45:27 From Jennifer Holmes: So cool. I hope you get a grammy for technology!
19:45:50 From Michael Lyons: What’s on the throat besides a microphone and a transmitter to the phone?
19:46:07 From James Young (laptop) to All panelists: speaker: 2 min warning!
19:46:48 From Karen Marcelo to All panelists: To all panelists if you want to email me your slides later I can put them up on the website also!
19:47:00 From Kimric Smythe: Oakland!
19:47:30 From Raj Bot to All panelists: 👍
19:48:04 From babaLou Orlowski: I second that...Bravo!
19:48:12 From Michael Lyons: I hope he explains how it works.
19:48:30 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists: Fabulous design! Cool product!
19:48:59 From Rachel McConnell: Hurrah! Applause!!
19:48:59 From Ami Sun: how does it work in 60 seconds
19:49:00 From Pat Palmer to All panelists: way to go Zolie and Keratis👍👍
19:50:05 From Jonathan Foote to All panelists: who is up next?
19:50:14 From Rachel McConnell: so, it is using your mouth and head cavity as a soundbox?
19:50:50 From Karen Marcelo: Up next Brent Heyning—Problem Solving with Off-World Projects
19:51:02 From Richard Jermain to All panelists: Wow, so it’s like surface transducers but the speaker is your body!
19:51:05 From Michael McConnell: Like a hollow guitar amplifies the strings, the head amplifies the electrospit signal?
19:51:43 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists: Your mouth becomes a speaker!
19:51:44 From Jennifer Holmes: WOW!
19:51:54 From John Rhymes: Well done!
19:52:10 From Sean Savage: nice
19:52:19 From Michael Lyons: I guess those are speakers and a receiver on his neck?
19:52:20 From John Weiss: Bosco, can people contact you?
19:52:25 From Joy Rhodes to All panelists: 👍
19:52:35 From John Weiss: thx!
19:53:25 From Courtney King, Sherwood Engineers to All panelists: awesome! thanks for sharing!!
19:53:52 From Rachel McConnell : Whoop! Lots of clapping
19:54:17 From John Rhymes : Georgia Tech!
19:55:55 From Bosco Kante to All panelists : ElectroSpit.com or @ElectroSpit on Instagram Thank you everyone!!
19:56:15 From Bosco Kante : ElectroSpit.com or @ElectroSpit on Instagram Thank you everyone!!

Brent Heyning - Problem Solving with Off-World Projects

19:54:57 From Evo Heyning : Woohoooo! @Toyshoppe is in the house!
19:55:16 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists : W00t!
19:55:24 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists : Howdy Brent!!!
19:58:41 From Duran Rivera to All panelists : Awesome!
19:59:25 From Jonathan Foote to All panelists : Who is up next?
19:59:38 From Karen Marcelo : Last is Zolie and Karydis - The Lettuce
20:01:17 From Joy Rhodes to All panelists : Go Brent Heyning....detailed artist!
20:04:18 From James Young (laptop) to All panelists : speaker: 2 min warning!
20:07:28 From John Weiss : looks hotter this way
20:08:18 From Evo Heyning : Agreed - Female Figure is referenced in many works like the movie Velvet Buzzsaw and there are works of this nature in a few museum collections, the Broad museum had viewings of her last year
20:08:36 From Evo Heyning : while the Flambe won Maker Faire in Kansas City
20:08:44 From Joy Rhodes to All panelists : what’s next?? let’s go
20:08:58 From Karen Marcelo : We can do questions too after the talks
20:08:59 From James Young (laptop) to All panelists : next up: Zolie Sarriugarte and Karydis Johnson, The Lettuce
20:08:59 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists : Awesome!
20:09:11 From Evo Heyning : Brent is @Toyshoppe or Toyshoppe Systems
20:09:24 From Duran Rivera : Amazing!
20:09:30 From Courtney King, Sherwood Engineers to All panelists : yayyyyyy!!!

Zolie Sarriugarte and Karydis Johnson - The Lettuce

20:10:13 From Karen Marcelo : Our first non adult speakers EVER
20:10:16 From babaLou Orlowski : YEAH Ladies. Bravo and sending love to Zollie May...my favorite.
20:10:26 From Evo Heyning : AND THEY WELD! woot!
20:10:36 From Karen Marcelo : Very labor intensive :)
20:10:58 From Eric Paulos to All panelists : Amazing! So cool!
20:11:05 From Pat Palmer to All panelists : I so proud of both of
20:11:50 From Joy Rhodes to All panelists: chics that weld!!!!! so awesome 👏
20:12:36 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists: Yay Zolie!
20:14:56 From Kimric Smythe: Nice
20:15:00 From Jennifer Holmes: Noodle arm girls did great!
20:15:09 From Joy Rhodes to All panelists: I love these kids!!!!! wow
20:15:11 From Greg Leyh to All panelists: It has a great visual.
20:15:27 From Paul Li to All panelists: Wow, that is awesome!
20:16:35 From Karen Marcelo: They're the best!
20:16:36 From Duran Rivera: Great job!!!
20:17:06 From Ami Sun: sphere!
20:17:50 From Conor McQuaid to All panelists: So impressive. You just went for it! What was your fav part of the build process? -Jessica H
20:18:03 From Jennifer Sarriugarte: Love it! Nice Work!
20:18:06 From James Young (laptop) to All panelists: speaker: 2 min warning!
20:18:13 From John Rhymes: You don't know... yet
20:18:22 From Rachel McConnell: that is really lovely, nice work!
20:18:31 From Courtney King, Sherwood Engineers to All panelists: awesome! which part was hardest??
20:18:34 From Ken D to All panelists: Lettuce praise your work
20:18:45 From Joy Rhodes to All panelists: great kid! great parents!
20:18:49 From John Weiss: phenomenal
20:19:05 From Kimric Smythe: ENGAGE DISCO MODE!
20:19:12 From Greg Leyh to All panelists: It looks like you should insert control rods
20:19:26 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists: Blinky mode!
20:19:29 From babaLou Orlowski: yes Engage Disco Mode...cue the music.
20:19:34 From Evo Heyning: it's great, this looks wonderful – thanks for sharing the demo through your eyes
20:19:37 From Joy Rhodes to All panelists: 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏
20:19:40 From Jennifer Sarriugarte: What are you making next?
20:20:27 From Kimric Smythe: Brent needs this in his next film
20:20:41 From Eric Paulos to All panelists: What would you change if you made another one? Excellent work BTW!!!!
20:21:45 From Joel Leonard to All panelists: would love to have you make a Thorminator with a sphere
20:21:54 From Noel Proffitt: Great work team.
20:21:58 From Ami Sun: light sphere! A+
20:22:04 From Karen Marcelo: Next we. Have Vale and Marian poerforming
20:22:05 From Jennifer Holmes: Y'all did super great!
20:22:08 From Michael Lyons: Fantastic!
20:22:10 From Evo Heyning: FANTASTIC!
20:22:10 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists: Awesome!
20:22:23 From Dave Mathews: thank you everyone!!
20:22:29 From Joy Rhodes to All panelists: great job!
V. Vale + Marian Wallace RE/Search perform an original song

20:23:01 From Karen Marcelo: This is Vale and Marian RE/Search — check out their books and zines at http://researchpubs.com
20:23:03 From Evo Heyning: we hear you
20:23:57 From Joy Rhodes to All panelists: 👏out. love you Brent
20:26:43 From Ken D to All panelists: Sweet!
20:26:49 From Courtney King, Sherwood Engineers to All panelists: 👏
20:26:53 From Kyrsten Mate to All panelists: Yay!
20:27:20 From Sudhu Tewari: Fantastic!!
20:27:26 From Vale & Marian: I'm Dreamin' links
https://vimeo.com/451767127
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1yfqodfxnpzo4fi/imDreamin_br2-5a.mp4?dl=0
https://youtu.be/eIsWbPz9GLc
https://researchpubs.bandcamp.com/track/im-dreamin-mw-vocals

Dorkbot Social opened to all attendees:

20:27:33 From Christopher Schardt to All panelists: Thanks Jonathan!
20:27:40 From Joel Leonard: Do you want me to Thorminate another Tomato?
20:27:46 From John Weiss: Is Tesla man still here?
20:27:53 From Evo Heyning: Brent Heyning
20:27:58 From Evo Heyning: www.toyshoppesystems.com
20:28:36 From Bosco Kante to All panelists: Where will the recording be hosted so we can share with friends
20:28:45 From Laura C to All panelists: this was great!

20:29:31 From Joel Leonard to All panelists: I would love to have some of the panelist on future Nation of Makers weekly calls—let me know if interested—joelskill@skilltv.net
20:30:13 From John Rhymes to All panelists: Very good!
20:30:25 From Ken D to All panelists: I'm a voyeur with no webcam or mic, but... hi folks. Dug the program, thanks!
20:30:27 From Karen Marcelo to All panelists: I will. Email you all with the videos — it’ll be here http://dorkbotsf.org/archive/202008
20:30:37 From Karen Marcelo to All panelists: Also if you want to send me your slides I can put them on there as well
20:30:47 From Karen Marcelo to All panelists: Ill chop up the videos so sometime tomorrow
20:30:58 From Karen Marcelo to All panelists: See if there are any questions you want to answer and feel free
20:30:59 From John Rhymes to All panelists: What was the max attendance?
20:31:01 From Michael Lyons to All panelists: Kimric, why don’t you teach Vale the accordion?
20:31:25 From Karen Marcelo: A little over 70 attendees
20:31:54 From Kimric Smythe: My Instagram is hand_n_hammer I have some of the rust print stuff there.
20:32:17 From Jonathan Foote to Karen Marcelo (Privately): one more attendee?
20:33:15 From Zolie Sarriugarte to All panelists: there was 84 people
20:33:17 From Karen Marcelo to Jonathan Foote (Privately): I think they're logged in 2x
20:34:00 From Evo Heyning: Zolie for programming lighting and LEDs, talk to Brent on here, he does a ton of LED programming projects for giant art installs
20:34:37 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists: Bosco: Could people with damaged vocal cords use Electrospit to talk?
20:35:57 From Ken D to All panelists: That's it, you cash in on Tesla-coil bumper car licensing, and fund your full-size towers.
20:36:03 From Joel Leonard to All panelists: do you want me to smash a Tomato?
20:36:04 From Jennifer Sarriugarte to All panelists: Wow!
20:36:16 From Kyrstfen Mate to All panelists: wow
20:36:36 From susie kameny to All panelists: yes
20:36:54 From Joel Leonard: do you want me to smash tomato
20:37:38 From John Rhymes: Joel Leonard mentioned Daniel Near's air quality sensor project – https://smarterbham.com/. The plan is to build a network of air quality sensors connected with LoraWAN with analytics through a website.
20:39:30 From Ken D to All panelists: Thank you for the sacrifice!
20:40:08 From susie kameny to All panelists: I agree! We gotta get kids tools!
20:40:17 From John Rhymes: Making changes the way you look at the world
20:41:19 From John Rhymes: Joel's call: Recommended
20:42:46 From Evo Heyning: Also, join us for EXPOSURE in September with many allies, AI makers and artists = https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-grid-exposure-tickets-115297331422?aff=erelexpmlt
20:43:21 From Evo Heyning: (some of our friends at GAFITA & CODAME are also supporting this event Sept 10-13)

20:43:49 From Bosco Kante to All panelists: Here are my slides for the video https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1x79Zgu0Bn5AIviPdt4K8amnTpwi1j59eIFECwD0BwSjK/edit?usp=sharing
20:44:24 From dezso molnar to All panelists: hello from dezso
20:44:35 From dezso molnar to All panelists: Just off another zoom call where i had to present
20:44:35 From Jonathan Foote: Thanks Bosco!
20:44:39 From Evo Heyning: Hi Dezso, and that's wonderful Babalou <3
20:44:42 From dezso molnar to All panelists: just here to say
hello : )
20:45:02 From Brent Heyning to dezso molnar, All Panelists : Hi Dezso!
20:45:19 From Michael Wehner to All panelists : I get scared hearing Babalou say Smell the Pickle.
20:45:25 From James Young (laptop) to All panelists : Evo, I love your background!
20:45:42 From Jennifer Holmes : Dezso!
20:45:48 From Evo Heyning : using colorchanging lights with greenscreen feature in Zoom creates weird effects ;)
20:46:20 From James Young (laptop) to All panelists : Ah! At first I thought you had a projector
20:46:41 From Evo Heyning : I do sometimes Lightform on top of backgrounds as well, yes, but this is just the greenscreen in zoom
20:46:44 From Ken D to All panelists : So, where have the majority of Dorkbot events taken place? I mean, pre-covid of course.
20:47:19 From Karen Marcelo : We go to different spaces to highlight them all
20:47:21 From Evo Heyning : I feel like I attended Dorkbots in at least 5-6 different SF venues?
20:47:41 From Karen Marcelo : Yeah we are hosted by different people to highlight their spaces
20:48:10 From Karen Marcelo : but we repeat – DNA, Gray Area, Monument so many good spaces over the years, Noisebridge, False Profit,
20:48:26 From Karen Marcelo : Various peoples shops – Cyclecide, Greg and Jon’s
20:48:36 From Karen Marcelo : The Shipyard
20:48:41 From Bosco Kante to All panelists : I have to head home to the family. Thank you everyone!!!! Bosko@Electrospit.com
20:48:51 From Karen Marcelo : Thanks Bosco I’ll email tomorrow!
20:49:12 From Bosco Kante to All panelists : Enjoyed all the speakers! And thanks to the attendees!
20:49:16 From dezso molnar to All panelists : Like a cloud
20:49:26 From Karen Marcelo : Dezso!
20:49:48 From Kyrsthen Mate to All panelists : thank you!
20:50:04 From dezso molnar to All panelists : Hello!! Sorry to be late but had to do a zoom talk at 7 pm : ( What are the chances of THAT??
20:50:08 From Evo Heyning : Brent has built a few theramin and a tesla coil musical instrument as well with a few folx
20:50:18 From Merrilee Proffitt : Amazing everyone!
20:50:29 From susie kameny to All panelists : gracias
20:50:33 From Vale & Marian : thanks all
20:51:15 From Evo Heyning : I’m obsessed with the Japanese folks making https://www.electronicosfantasticos.com/ if any of you are working on projects like this too
20:53:30 From Ken D to All panelists : Kandy colored tangerine flake deltoid pumpkin seed, baby
20:54:12 From Evo Heyning : there's not a ton of custom and sci-fi vehicle makers in LA
20:55:15 From Evo Heyning: a few shops are liquidating to clear old warehouses out
20:55:29 From Evo Heyning: (it's a good time to find old stuff to make into new art all around!)
20:56:00 From Michael Lyons: Camp Tipsy for airplanes!
20:56:26 From John Weiss to All panelists: wait a minute, what are you trying to say about wasted hippies!? :D
20:56:38 From Evo Heyning: ha! a colleague today predicted that ambulances and safety gear would be the first commonly used flying cars....
20:56:43 From Joel Leonard: nationofmakers.us
20:56:56 From Evo Heyning: tripsitting
20:58:10 From Ken D to All panelists: I made and gave away parody tickets in 2012, still have a few....
20:58:13 From Evo Heyning: I got pulled into doing the BM art tour again, so I'm fairly sure time is an infinite loop
20:58:32 From Evo Heyning: Gave a talk on mixed reality futures and co-locating across playa metaverses in 2009, now we're living it
20:59:03 From Evo Heyning: I'll be streaming a tour of the metaverses with a few makers for your fam/campmates this Friday at 1
20:59:29 From susie kameny to All panelists: 1 pdt?
20:59:40 From Evo Heyning: 1PM PDT yes
20:59:45 From susie kameny to All panelists: Evo, link?
21:00:12 From Ken D to All panelists: Love the light show, Baba Lou
21:00:16 From Evo Heyning: will be streaming a few spaces @PlayableAgency - our LinkedIn, Twitter, FB, YouTube and Twitch so you're welcome to like us anywhere you use
21:00:25 From susie kameny to All panelists: Evo, plz mail to the list, too
21:00:48 From Karen Marcelo: Ill save this. Chat - edit it a little bit and post it tomorrow too
21:02:00 From Evo Heyning: HMU @Playableagency and we launch the new site next week. Will build a stream page to http://playableagency.webflow.io/metaverses so you can join us on our site or join our discord, we'll be organizing both virtual events and sharing links to art experiences - I'm evo@playable.agency
21:02:28 From dezso molnar to Karen Marcelo (Privately): https://aerocene.org/
21:02:36 From Evo Heyning: fun!
21:05:11 From dezso molnar: Ok Superstars!! Must jump... Hope to show latest info on the next Dorkbot :) 
21:05:30 From Karen Marcelo: ill bug you about that soon :)
21:06:33 From Paul Li to All panelists: I remember walking around the Seattle site a few days later and still hearing the crickets!
21:06:48 From Amy Jenkins to All panelists: gotta go sneeze! catch u all soon - thanks again everyone!!
21:07:32 From Michael Wehner to All panelists: Sorry about that Kimric.
21:08:06 From Michael Wehner to All panelists: Brian got it labeled as an official fire suppression system.
As the nation is in process of re-opening the US economy, makerspaces are developing plans on how to relaunch and restore services and set up activities to recoup lost revenue. Join Joel Leonard each week as he gathers a Community of Practice to discuss tips and tricks for relaunching post-pandemic, including funding opportunities, best practices for reopening, and shared words of wisdom. Here is the information to share with the community, to join the call.

**Topic:** Maker Relaunch Post Covid  
**Time:** Aug 12, 2020 07:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)  
**Every week on Wed, 20 occurrence(s)**

- Sep 2, 2020 07:00 PM  
- Sep 9, 2020 07:00 PM  
- Sep 16, 2020 07:00 PM  
- Sep 23, 2020 07:00 PM  
- Sep 30, 2020 07:00 PM  
- Oct 7, 2020 07:00 PM  
- Oct 14, 2020 07:00 PM  
- Oct 21, 2020 07:00 PM

21:28:48 From Joel Leonard : Good night everyone!!!
21:30:09 From Lorah Gross to All panelists : me
21:30:11 From Joel Leonard : Mario the Maker Magician
21:30:16 From Lorah Gross : me
21:30:35 From Joel Leonard: is incredible
21:31:39 From Ken D to All panelists: Technical documentation for the general public
21:32:20 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists: FYI newbie Folks: Kimric and BabaLou are talking about Survival Research Labs
21:33:10 From Lorah Gross: Also no one has really talked about this but SRL shows are really LOUD and that’s something that you don’t always appreciate in video.
21:39:55 From Karen Marcelo: True and the visceral vibrations from standing next to some of the machines – internal organ massage!

21:53:08 From Lorah Gross: I confess I haven’t checked this out, but here’s some BM info that Dave X sent out if you’re interested in a virtual BM:
21:53:10 From Lorah Gross: Here is the link that allows you to download them. Send these far and wide!!!

Build-N-Burn templates, assembly instructions and all things burning.

https://kindling.burningman.org/burn-night-live-from-home/

We will have a live build day event this Saturday, Aug 22nd if you want to get some pro tips from the Man Krew. This will be a fun build event with folks who have built the Man and will also be telling the tales of the whiteouts and crazy workdays at the Man builds of the past. Have your templates cut and ready to go!

https://kindling.burningman.org/events/live-build-day-with-the-man-krew/
21:54:34 From Brent Heyning to All panelists: I need to get back to building the kitchen... more fun! Thanks everyone! Good night!
21:55:49 From Karen Marcelo: Thanks Brent!
21:55:56 From Karen Marcelo: I'll email you all with videos tomorrow
21:56:49 From Greg Leyh to All panelists: Night all!
21:57:00 From Ken D to All panelists: It's been fun lurking, thanks
21:57:02 From Brent Heyning to All panelists: night
21:57:44 From Karen Marcelo: Night GReg!
21:58:01 From Karen Marcelo: Ok 3 more minutes lets end at 10:00 its 9:57 now
21:58:08 From Marian Wallace to All panelists: losing battery, see you next time
21:58:10 From Karen Marcelo: 9:58
21:58:24 From Karen Marcelo: Bye Marian thanks to you and vale!
21:58:25 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists: BTW: Tony Coyote has a cool Burning Man Book
21:58:31 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists: “Built to Burn"
21:58:41 From Samuel Coniglio to All panelists: Kimric and his dad are in it